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Background

 developer of sh404SEF and Josetta

 since 2006 (Weeblr since 2015)

 sh404SEF: SEO and Analytics for 

Joomla

 Josetta : translations manager
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This talk

 From an SEO/User standpoint

 Google Analytics & Search console:

 are (very) powerful

 can be (very) complex

 sh404SEF provides basic Analytics data but…

how about actionable metrics/methods?
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sh404SEF summary

 Simple data

 Inside the site, easy access

 Identify big changes

 Not fine-grained enough for more subtle SEO 

tuning



Why do we have websites?

To complete goals
You sell a product

Contact you

User downloads file

Create account

Visitor is informed

User calls you



How can you/visitors complete goals?

 They find you

 They decide to come to your site

 You provide what they need



Translate to real world?

1. Get crawled & indexed

Tech errors, structure, on page SEO

2. Rank for queries & stand out in SERP

Content, Backlinks, on page SEO

3. Complete goals

Content, products, quality, accessibility



Process?

Change something

Measure results

Identify issue or potential gain



Some tools here to help

1. Get crawled & 

indexed

2. Rank for queries & 

stand out in SERP

3. Complete goals

Search Console 
“Crawl” + “Google Index”

Search Console 
“Search traffic” + “Search appearance”

Google Analytics



1. Get crawled & indexed
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Getting crawled

 Signals crawl related errors

 Crawl stats: typical crawl rate

Search Console 
“Crawl”



Getting crawled/indexed

 Fetched as Google: check rendering + speed 

up indexing

 Sitemaps (for pages)

 list “important” pages only

 or not crawled pages

 manage crawl budget

Search Console 
“Google Index”



Watch for blocked resources
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Indexing metric Search Console 
“Crawl” + “Google Index”



Indexing metric

 149 / 155 = 96%

96 % of the URLs we want are indexed

 149 / 175 = 85%

15% of useless URLs are indexed

Search Console



Indexing action

 Not enough of the “Good” pages?

check blocked pages, robots.txt, wrong 

noindex tags, pages not linked anywhere

 Too much useless?

noindex more, check duplicates

Search Console



2. Rank for queries and 
stand out in SERP
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Metrics for ranking

 Find underperforming pages

 Fix them

 Repeat

Search Console

Use Search traffic > Search Analytics
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Actionable metric

 Product landing page

 Must be optimized for “joomla seo”

 Lots of queries and impressions

 Traditional SEO work:

 title tag and meta description

 H1,H2

 copywriting

Search Console



Use Fetch as Google to 
resubmit modified pages
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3. Complete goals
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Complete goals

 User must find what they searched for/expect

 You must achieve your goals

 Google Analytics for metrics and actionable 

data



Complete goals

 Analytics helps measure behavior

 Adjust your pages / process

 Repeat

Analytics
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37% of visits are 
bots and spammers

Use filtered view for
User Analytics
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Complete goals

 Analytics can help measure user behavior

 Adjust your pages / process / content

 Finer grained Analytics

 Repeat

Analytics
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3.5% mobile + tablet
Adjust to your visitors



Complete goals

 Set Analytics goals!

 Task completion goals

download a file, create an account, purchase, 

reach page, comment, newsletter

 Behavior goals

time on site, time on some pages

Analytics
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Complete goals

 Feedback on your actions

 Insight about actions to take

Ads, social networks action, blog posts

 More details with Goal funnels:

Analytics
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Complete goals

 Very easy to setup a few goals

 Track them over time

 Easy to get lost in data

 Decide on one action, then measure

Analytics



THANK YOU 

1. Get crawled & 

indexed

2. Rank for queries & 

stand out in SERP

3. Complete goals

Search Console 
“Crawl” + “Google Index”

Search Console 
“Search traffic” + “Search appearance”

Google Analytics

http://weeblr.com - @weeblr


